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 Akbar is king of the kingdom of the Mughal Empire in India. He marries Jodhaa to legitimize his reign. Akbar is beautiful, intelligent, compassionate, and likes to indulge in a non-violent style of politics, while Jodhaa's father, King Dhritarashtra, rules his kingdom in a more violent way. The movie illustrates Akbar's idealism and Jodhaa's idealism, and contrasts it to the realities of life for Akbar and
Jodhaa. Jodhaa is from a Hindu Rajput family, as are Akbar and his ministers. She is given to Akbar because he is Mughal and she wants a Mughal ruler. Later, Jodhaa falls in love with Akbar, who is attracted to her idealism. She is also in love with Arjuna (Aditya Srivastava), the sole son of Akbar's court minister Vidyun. Vidyun is a passionate advocate of the non-violent, but he is blind to the

weaknesses of his son. Jodhaa is the love interest of the protagonist — Akbar. Jodhaa's father is an antagonist in the movie, and her mother is loving but not forceful. Jodhaa's mother is a gentle, meek woman — not an Indian Rajput. Akbar is a sadist as well as a revolutionary. He beats his subjects, especially the Rajputs, while at the same time he treats them with respect. Jodhaa's mother is gentle and
compassionate. Akbar's ministers are corrupt and seduce young women while he is away fighting wars. Akbar, however, is a good ruler. His ministers are nasty and brutal. They are jealous of his favoritism toward the Hindu girl, Jodhaa. Akbar is loved by all except Vidyun, his father-in-law. Vidyun is a ruthless political advisor. Akbar's wife, Mumtaz Mahal, is dying. Akbar's friends and courtiers fall

to the political machinations of Vidyun. Vidyun is determined to have Jodhaa. Akbar has no choice but to send Jodhaa away so that she will not be killed by Vidyun. Akbar and Jodhaa leave for a different country. Akbar's wife, Mumtaz Mahal, is 82157476af
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